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History

Established in 1886 in Meda, in the heart of the Brianza 
region, where, in the 19th century, wood and furniture 
industries were already acknowledged throughout Europe 
and the United States, in 1973, Colombostile was 
transformed from a family-run business into a reference point 
of made in Italy artisanal products. 
In 1991 S.I.P.ARR, a dynamic furniture and chair 
manufacturing company, took over Colombostile,
yet keeping its name.





A gem of Italian high end furnishing and worldwide 
acknowledged, Colombostile has placed its skills at the ser-
vice of leading historical institutions, embassies, luxury hotels 
in the main capital cities – not least of all is the Burj Al Arab 
(Dubai), which is deemed the best hotel in the world - and 
palaces like the Kremlin. 





In 2001 Colombostile promoted the exhibition “Precious 
Furniture, Past and Present” at the Handicraft Museum in 
Moscow. Modern furnishings, produced by Colombostile, 
were combined by typological, shape, material and wood-
work technique affinity to 30 major pieces of furniture, never 
shown to the public and owned by the State Historical 
Museum and the Museum of Applied Arts. 





An agreement signed later allowed the historic reissue, cre-
ated by Colombostile in a limited edition, of 32 pieces of 
furniture belonged to the Russian nobility. The pieces were 
presented in 2003 with an exhibition, “Tzarskaya Kollekzia” 
held at the headquarters of the State Historical Museum on 
Red Square.







Colombostile Today

To extend its own range in order to give an increasingly more 
personalised and unique service to customers all over the 
world: this is Colombostile’s new challenge. 
Different proposals, but sharing the same philosophy: 

Eclectic Collections: the extreme and eclectic luxury; 

Classic Collections: perfect reproductions of classic 
furnishing; 

Contemporary Collections: contemporary design 
suggested by Colombostile.

Moreover, Colombostile has a Contract Division able to face 
and realize every kind of project.



ECLECTIC COLLECTIONS

Furniture distinguished by the most accurate finishings, the 
most precious materials and the most exclusive fabrics. An 
unmistakable style, different than all the others, that is by 
now the synonymous of the Made in Italy excellence in the 
world, breaking every tradition.  Any combination is allowed, 
every experiment is studied, revised, reinvented, until it 
becomes the quintessence of style.





CLASSIC COLLECTIONS

Milestones of design history revived with the same materi-
als and the same manufacturing that delivered them to his-
tory: Louis XV, Louis XVI, Empire Style, but also Sheraton, 
Regency, the seventeenth century, arriving to Biedermeier. 
The philological reinterpretation of the great styles of history 
becomes the basis for building important collections close to 
today’s feelings.





CONTEMPORARY COLLECTIONS

The Contemporary Collections suggest a language, a new 
song, in which, at times, we hear an echo of old tunes. New 
harmonies create images in total freedom, assuming dy-
namic, transgressive and current forms. The contemporary 
of Colombostile leaves to others the rarefied atmosphere of 
minimal to recreate suggestions , vitality, tactile and visual 
sensations, plays of lights and shadows.





CONTRACT DIVISION
Turn Key Projects

Colombostile had the privilege of working continuously in 
different countries serving the most prestigious customers. 
With the experience gained over the years with the most im-
portant architecture studios, the company proposes itself as 
the ideal partner for the realization of projects and supplies 
for interior design. 
Based on the know-how acquired, the Contract Division has 
a versatility of intervention in projects very heterogeneous 
with each other, from private residences in the hospitality & 
leisure world and of yachting.  







Research and Uniqueness

Colombostile still maintains the best know-how of artistic 
craftsmanship from the Renaissance and is able to combine 
manual skills with the most sophisticated manufacturing and 
production techniques of industrial kind.
The deep knowledge of every material allows the combina-
tion of the most precious woods with steel, plexiglass with 
Venetian stucco, glass with lost-wax bronze casting. 
Also using gold, silver and hard stones. 









Hand Made

Colombostile products are the result of a careful research 
that stands out for quality and refinement, made of wood 
essences and precious fabrics, with great attention to the 
smallest detail. The work of ebony masters, thanks to the 
proven ability and expertise of skilled hands, makes each 
piece a true work of decorative art.  





Expert hands that produce quality, guided by creativity and passion, ca-
pable of respecting the tradition. Hands proud to produce “Made in Italy”.





Tailoring

“Custom Made” is in the company’s DNA. “Made ad hoc”, 
“Artfully made” are, along with “Custom made” different ex-
pressions of the same concept of individuality, uniqueness 
and exclusivity of Italian products deeply rooted in our think-
ing and our culture.
Colombostile is one of the protagonist brands of this Italian 
excellence. Its is a long and prestigious history of creations of 
environments and products with no limitation to techniques 
and materials, open to the most daring experiments and 
more sophisticated demands of customers who demand the 
best, the unique and the special. 







Authenticity

Each product of Colombostile collections is accompanied by 
a Certificate of Authenticity and Guarantee that testifies the 
high quality of execution and the particular creative nature. 
Each model is marked with a 925/000 silver plaque engraved 
with the Colombostile brand.
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